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Abstract

Introduction: Nucleolar changes in cancer cells are one of the cytologic features 
important to the tumor pathologist in cancer assessments of tissue biopsies. However, 
inter‑observer variability and the manual approach to this work hamper the accuracy of 
the assessment by pathologists. In this paper, we propose a computational method for 
prominent nucleoli pattern detection. Materials and Methods: Thirty‑five hematoxylin 
and eosin stained images were acquired from prostate cancer, breast cancer, renal clear 
cell cancer and renal papillary cell cancer tissues. Prostate cancer images were used for 
the development of a computer‑based automated prominent nucleoli pattern detector 
built on a cascade farm. An ensemble of approximately 1000 cascades was constructed 
by permuting different combinations of classifiers such as support vector machines, 
eXclusive component analysis, boosting, and logistic regression. The output of cascades 
was then combined using the RankBoost algorithm. The output of our prominent nucleoli 
pattern detector is a ranked set of detected image patches of patterns of prominent 
nucleoli. Results: The mean number of detected prominent nucleoli patterns in the 
top 100 ranked detected objects was 58 in the prostate cancer dataset, 68 in the breast 
cancer dataset, 86 in the renal clear cell cancer dataset, and 76 in the renal papillary 
cell cancer dataset. The proposed cascade farm performs twice as good as the use of a 
single cascade proposed in the seminal paper by Viola and Jones. For comparison, a naive 
algorithm that randomly chooses a pixel as a nucleoli pattern would detect five correct 
patterns in the first 100 ranked objects. Conclusions: Detection of sparse nucleoli 
patterns in a large background of highly variable tissue patterns is a difficult challenge 
our method has overcome. This study developed an accurate prominent nucleoli pattern 
detector with the potential to be used in the clinical settings.
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INTRODUCTION

Digital pathology has benefited from the development 
and assimilation of computer vision, machine learning, 

graphics as well as computing hardware technologies. 
Adaptation of informatics into clinical practices can 
be used to solve many key issues of pathology. Often, 
patients undergo needle biopsies of cancerous lesions 
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to obtain accurate diagnosis. Due to inter‑observer 
variability, even when assessed by experienced urologic 
pathologists, agreement in prostate cancer Gleason 
grading in 38 of 46 cases, for instance, could be as low 
as 70%.[1] In laboratories with differences in individual 
pathologist training and the small amount of tissue 
samples obtained from needle biopsies, accuracy in 
diagnosis and detection of these lesions may be even more 
difficult.[2] The cytologic features that indicate cancerous 
tissue are nuclear enlargement, hyperchromasia, and 
prominent nucleoli. A pathologist must differentiate 
these to give accurate stratification of risks in prostate 
cancer using the Gleason grading system. For renal 
cancers, there are several cell types that affect treatment 
and prognosis. The ability to differentiate clear cell renal 
cancer from papillary cell renal cancer (either Type 1 or 
Type 2) will change the prognosis and management of 
individual patients. The molecular profiles and targeted 
therapy in these different cell types of renal cancers are 
vastly different.

The analysis of prominent nucleoli is one of the several 
important considerations for cancer prognosis and 
diagnosis. Nucleolar features have been reported to 
provide an independent prognostic variable in 24 types of 
cancer.[3] For example, a study on breast cancer showed a 
significant difference in survival rates between two groups 
of patients separated by nucleolar size alone.[4] Prominent 
nucleoli patterns, an important parameter for the 
pathologist, are not sufficient to be the determining factor 
for cancer diagnosis.[3,5,6] Nevertheless, nucleolar size plays 
a central role in cell proliferation, and its morphology 
is closely related to cancer growth. It has been shown 
with high statistical significance that nucleolar size is 
proportional to cancer cell proliferation.[7,8] Prominent 
nucleoli number also increases with Gleason grading in 
prostate cancer.[9]

The nucleolus is the organelle where ribosome biogenesis 
occurs; increased ribosome production is required for 
proliferating cells. This process is tightly regulated in 
normal cells, but in cancer cells, such regulation may be 
perturbed giving rise to uncontrolled cell proliferation.[5] 
Hence, nucleolus morphology, ribosome biogenesis, and 
cancer are closely related.

In our study, we aimed to create an intelligent 
computational system that can learn and improve on 
its diagnosis of cancerous lesions through accurate 
detection of prominent nucleoli patterns. This system 
will assist the pathologist by highlighting prominent 
nucleoli patterns for more detailed analysis. It will serve 
as an additional tool that is objective, self‑learning, 
non‑fatigable, and has the ability to analyze individual 
single nucleolus in high power whole slide images 
thereby providing a report of suspicious areas in needle 
biopsy specimens.

RELATED WORK

The diagnosis of prostate cancer is based on a 
constellation of features rather than on any one criterion 
wherein architectural, nuclear, cytoplasmic, and luminal 
features are evaluated.[10] Prominent nucleoli are one 
of the criteria that indicates the diagnosis of prostate 
adenocarcinoma.[11‑13]

For cancer in general, changes in the structure of the 
nucleus have long been recognized as diagnostically 
significant. These include increased nuclear size, 
deformities in nuclear shape, and changes in the 
organization of the nucleus to the extent that they 
are observable by light microscopy.[14‑16] Although the 
diagnosis of prostate cancer is typically based on a 
combination of findings, the presence of prominent 
nucleoli is considered as one of the most influential 
factors diagnostically. In a recent study, Varma et al.[13] 
reported that prominent nucleoli were seen in 94% of 
cancers diagnosed on routine biopsy material. However, 
Epstein[11] observed only 76% of cases with nucleolar 
prominence in consultation‑based needle biopsy material. 
There have been several studies that have examined 
nucleolar features in greater depth.[3‑9]

The number and location of nucleoli have also been 
implicated as useful aids in the diagnosis of prostate 
cancer. Helpap[16] studied 300 prostate cancers of varying 
grades, 20 normal prostates, 10 cases of granulomatous 
prostatitis, and 40 cases of benign prostatic 
hyperplasia (BPH) removed by transurethral resection 
or fine‑needle aspiration. In normal, granulomatous 
prostatitis and well‑differentiated carcinoma, only one 
nucleolus was visible using dry and oil immersion lenses 
at magnifications of ×63 or ×100. Multiple nucleoli 
increased in frequency, paralleling the increase in tumor 
grade. However, even in the most poorly differentiated 
cancer of the nuclei with nucleoli, 87.4% had only one 
visible nucleolus. Normal prostate and prostatitis had 
only centrally located nucleoli, and peripherally located 
nucleoli was noted in 14% and 49% of the nuclei within 
well and poorly differentiated cancers, respectively.

Despite advances in the morphological diagnosis 
of prostate cancer and the contribution of 
immunohistochemistry, there remains a group of 
cases where diagnosis remains uncertain. This study 
sought to analyze whether nucleoli detection through 
high‑resolution computational methods can serve as a 
detection support system in prostatic adenocarcinoma. 
The project will provide seminal work in the analysis of 
digitized tissue sections. Furthermore, the assessment of 
nucleoli in digital images will represent an initial step 
toward influencing future developments such as the 
analysis of other features of carcinomas like architectural 
patterns in prostate tumors.
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The emergence of digital pathology gave rise to many 
computational methods modeled on popular pathological 
grading systems such as the Nottingham, Gleason, and 
Fuhrman grading systems.[17‑19] These computational 
methods were developed in a framework suitable for 
implementation of machine learning. Machine learning 
methods such as support vector machines (SVMs), 
Bayesian classifiers, AdaBoost, and shape manifold 
learning are used for classification purposes.[20‑24] 
Additionally, low‑level image analysis such as image 
segmentation and image feature extraction are also 
required to achieve good results. The main types of 
image features used are morphological, textural, fractal, 
topological, and intensity‑based features. A major 
challenge of automated diagnosis is finding the best 
subset of image features.[17]

As suggested in the Gleason grading system, methods 
in the literature use gland morphology to distinguish 
between grades of prostate cancer.[21,22,25‑27] Inspired by 
the procedure generally adopted by pathologists, a cancer 
detection system was proposed utilizing cytological and 
textural features.[28,29]

Different texture‑based methods have been reported 
in the literature.[25,26,30,31] A texture‑based classification 
system for the Gleason grading used random forests to 
cluster the response of various filters.[31] In another study, 
texture features along with morphological features were 
used to identify stroma, normal, and cancerous regions in 
prostate histopathological images.[26]

To speed up the computation of image features, a 
Field‑Programmable Gate Array was programmed 
for Haralick texture feature extraction.[32,33] Principal 
component analysis (PCA) has been used to reduce the 
feature dimensions for classification of architecturally 
differentiated images of prostate cancer.[34] A framework 
for learning shape manifolds for various nuclei shapes 
with PCA was developed to reduce computational 
complexity.[23,35] Following a signal processing approach, 
the histopathological images (signals) can be expressed 
as a linear combination of basis vectors (signals) using 
sparse coding. Whole slide image analysis has been done 
in an efficient way using sparse coding with dynamic 
sampling.[36] Observing that the intrinsic pattern of 
cancer tissue is self‑similar such as fractals, some methods 
using fractal dimensions have also been proposed.[37,38] 
Energy, entropy, similarity measurement methods, fuzzy 
spatial clustering, and level set contours have been 
used for feature extraction of prostate histopathological 
images.[34,39,40] Cardinal multiridglet transform has also 
been employed to classify prostate images into Gleason 
grades 3 and 4.[41] A multi‑spectral method using 16 
spectral bands instead of grayscale or RGB images was 
used to classify tissue image blocks into stroma, BPH, 

prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia, and different grades of 
prostate cancer.[42]

Many computational methods for breast cancer detection 
focus on mitotic count. A multi resolution approach 
was used for grading breast cancer to detect and classify 
individual cells utilizing all criteria of the Nottingham 
grading system.[43] Utilizing an alternative method, deep 
neural networks were used to classify pixels as mitosis and 
non‑mitosis.[44]

DATASETS

Hematoxylin and eosin (H&E) stained images of the 
prostate, breast, renal clear cell, and renal papillary cell 
cancers were used to demonstrate the effectiveness of 
our proposed method. The first dataset consisted of four 
images of Gleason pattern 4 and one image of Gleason 
pattern 3, each sized at 1360 × 1024 pixels. This set 
of data was carefully selected by a trained pathologist 
to develop the program. The other datasets consisted 
of 12 1360 × 1024 pixels images of infiltrating ductal 
carcinoma, nine 1360 × 1024 pixels images of renal clear 
cell carcinoma, and nine 2720 × 2048 pixels images of 
renal papillary carcinoma. These data were extracted 
from a public repository hosted by The Cancer Genome 
Atlas (TCGA) (https://tcga‑data.nci.nih.gov/tcga), and 
utilized for validation and testing purposes of the nucleoli 
detection program. We give details of the TCGA datasets 
in the Tables 1‑3. The top left corner of the digital slide 
is used as the origin of the X‑Y coordinate system. In 
the images, the X‑axis is horizontal and Y‑axis vertical. 
Table 4 describes the prostate cancer dataset images. All 
the images were at ×40.

DESCRIPTION OF PROSTATE CANCER 
DATASET

Paraffin‑embedded archival tissues of a local Asian 
population were obtained from our laboratory. Prostatic 
tissues were acquired from patients who underwent 
transrectal ultrasound guided prostate biopsy. The slides 
were carefully selected to contain representative patterns 
of prominent nucleoli. The Olympus BX 51 microscope 
and Olympus DP 71 camera were used to capture the 
images at ×40 objective magnification.

Two important features within the images that were 
identified are: Gland morphology and the existence of 
prominent nucleoli. Fifty regions that exhibited both 
of these features were manually extracted. As the main 
purpose of this project was nucleoli detection, we placed 
emphasis on nucleoli visibility. Thus, five of the images 
that contained a total of 778 prominent nucleoli deemed 
to satisfy this criterion were selected.
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Table 1: Images cropped from TCGA breast cancer data
Image Slide identification Nottingham grade (1-3) Bounding box (xmin, ymin) (xmax, ymax) and 

pixel resolution MPP
bc001 TCGA‑A2‑A0CM‑01Z‑00‑DX1.

AC4901DE‑4B6D‑4185‑BB9F‑
156033839828

3 (37445, 37208), (40165, 39256) and 0.2485 MPP

bc002 TCGA‑A2‑A0CM‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
AC4901DE‑4B6D‑4185‑BB9F‑
156033839828

3 (20292, 48928), (23012, 50976) and 0.2485 MPP

bc003 TCGA‑A2‑A0CM‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
AC4901DE‑4B6D‑4185‑BB9F‑
156033839828

3 (62707, 37973), (65427, 40021) and 0.2485 MPP

bc004 TCGA‑A2‑A0CY‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
8815F011‑317B‑4BB7‑A48F‑
64EABD0E558B

3 (56598, 36264), (59318, 38312) and 0.2485 MPP

bc005 TCGA‑A2‑A0CY‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
8815F011‑317B‑4BB7‑A48F‑
64EABD0E558B

3 (78450, 47688), (81170, 49736) and 0.2485 MPP

bc006 TCGA‑A2‑A0CY‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
8815F011‑317B‑4BB7‑A48F‑
64EABD0E558B

3 (10364, 29810), (106344, 31858) and 0.2485 MPP

bc007 TCGA‑A2‑A0ET‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
41E86BB9‑EA52‑4615‑94E7‑0F09DDB094F4

2 (29883, 69103), (32603, 71151) and 0.2485 MPP

bc008 TCGA‑A2‑A0ET‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
41E86BB9‑EA52‑4615‑94E7‑0F09DDB094F4

2 (59497, 57735), (62217, 59783) and 0.2485 MPP

bc009 TCGA‑A2‑A0ET‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
41E86BB9‑EA52‑4615‑94E7‑0F09DDB094F4

2 (53854, 36214), (56574, 38262) and 0.2485 MPP

bc010 TCGA‑A2‑A0EV‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
EA8C5594‑BA4F‑47A8‑949B‑
D536E00E62C9

2 (110208, 33753), (112928, 35801) and 0.2485 MPP

bc011 TCGA‑A2‑A0EV‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
EA8C5594‑BA4F‑47A8‑949B‑
D536E00E62C9

2 (131640, 48535), (134360, 50583) and 0.2485 MPP

bc012 TCGA‑A2‑A0EV‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
EA8C5594‑BA4F‑47A8‑949B‑
D536E00E62C9

2 (106327, 48642), (109047, 50690) and 0.2485 MPP

TCGA: The Cancer Genome Atlas, MPP: Micron per pixel

Table 2: Images cropped from TCGA renal clear cell cancer data
Image Slide identification Fuhrman grade (1-4) Bounding box (xmin, ymin) (xmax, ymax) and 

pixel resolution MPP
rcc001 TCGA‑B0‑4688‑01Z‑00‑DX1.

cb882331‑49f1‑4662‑b142‑0e9836993eb4
“High‑grade pleomorphic 

malignant tumor”
(65900, 54467), (68620, 56515) and 0.2520 MPP

rcc002 TCGA‑B0‑4688‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
cb882331‑49f1‑4662‑b142‑0e9836993eb4

“High‑grade pleomorphic 
malignant tumor”

(36431, 64893), (39151, 66941) and 0.2520 MPP

rcc003 TCGA‑B0‑4690‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
efecabc0‑bb34‑41e4‑b631‑0b2043826124

3 (36626, 21560), (39346, 23608) and 0.2520 MPP

rcc004 TCGA‑B0‑4691‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
789de56b‑23df‑47c5‑a075‑705edc9e6d44

3 (30709, 29142), (33429, 31190) and 0.2520 MPP

rcc005 TCGA‑B0‑4691‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
789de56b‑23df‑47c5‑a075‑705edc9e6d44

3 (19493, 61169), (22213, 63217) and 0.2520 MPP

rcc006 TCGA‑B0‑4694‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
beeee877‑b7f3‑4110‑84e9‑2db8be5667f5

4 (38309, 36387), (41029, 38435) and 0.2520 MPP

rcc007 TCGA‑B0‑4694‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
beeee877‑b7f3‑4110‑84e9‑2db8be5667f5

4 (77248, 43066), (79968, 45114) and 0.2520 MPP

rcc008 TCGA‑B0‑4713‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
974f47b6‑2d74‑4bb0‑8436‑0712b77f4d0d

2 (42960, 38745), (45680, 40793) and 0.2520 MPP

rcc009 TCGA‑B0‑4713‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
974f47b6‑2d74‑4bb0‑8436‑0712b77f4d0d

2 (68143, 43974), (70863, 46022) and 0.2520 MPP

TCGA: The Cancer Genome Atlas, MPP: Micron per pixel
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DESCRIPTION OF BREAST, RENAL CLEAR 
CELL AND RENAL PAPILLARY CELL 
CANCER DATASETS

Four whole slide images of breast cancer with 
Nottingham grading of 2 and 3 (two images each) were 
downloaded from the TCGA website. Three images of 
size 2720 × 2048 pixels from each slide were cropped out 
and down‑sized to 1360 × 1024 pixels and 3753 nuclei 
with a prominent nucleolus were manually annotated.

Five whole slide images of renal clear cell cancer were 
downloaded. One slide was marked as Fuhrman grade 2, 

two slides as Fuhrman grade 3, one slide as Fuhrman 
grade 4, and the last slide as “high‑grade pleomorphic 
malignant tumor”. Nine images sized 2720 × 2048 
pixels were cropped out and downsized to 1360 × 1024 
pixels and 2072 nuclei with a prominent nucleolus were 
manually annotated.

Five whole slide images of renal papillary cell cancer were 
downloaded. One slide was marked as Fuhrman grade 3, 
two slides as ‘high grade cancer’, one slide as ‘clear cell 
papillary renal cell carcinoma of end‑stage kidney’, and 
the last slide as ‘renal cell carcinoma, papillary subtype 
with extensive oncocyte (oxyphilic) cytologic features’. 
Nine images of size 2720 × 2048 pixels were extracted, 
and 2919 nuclei with prominent nucleolus were 
annotated.

COLOR SPACES CONVERSIONS

All images were acquired or downloaded as three‑channel 
images in the RGB representation. Duplicates were made 
of the images and converted into different color spaces, 
RGB, HSV, HLS, XYZ, CIELAB, CIELUV, and YCbCr. 
Processing the data in different color spaces emphasizes 
different aspects of the prominent nucleoli patterns. 

Table 4: Images obtained from transrectal 
ultrasound guided biopsy of patients with 
prostate cancer

Image Gleason grade (1-5) Magnification

im1 Gleason pattern 4 ×40
im2 Gleason pattern 3 ×40
im3 Gleason pattern 4 ×40
im4 Gleason pattern 4 ×40
im5 Gleason pattern 4 ×40

Table 3: Images cropped from TCGA renal papillary cell cancer data

Image Slide identification Fuhrman grade (1-4) Bounding box (xmin, ymin) (xmax, ymax) and 
pixel resolution MPP

rcp001 TCGA‑B9‑5155‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
2b95ca13‑e30e‑4e42‑a9a6‑
cdf908198e6b

“Clear cell papillary renal cell 
carcinoma of end‑stage”

(15755, 13658), (18475, 15706) and 0.2457 MPP

rcp002 TCGA‑B9‑5156‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
200621df‑b59f‑4c69‑957c‑
65aebfe855a8

3 (72919, 44868), (75639, 46916) and 0.2457 MPP

rcp003 TCGA‑BQ‑5875‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
8dfe43ac‑98ed‑49b7‑9da0‑8a
831f323edd

“Renal cell carcinoma, papillary subtype 
with extensive oncocytic (oxyphilic) 
cytologic features”

(33223, 32709), (35943, 34757) and 0.2457 MPP

rcp004 TCGA‑BQ‑5875‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
8dfe43ac‑98ed‑49b7‑9da0‑8a
831f323edd

“Renal cell carcinoma, papillary subtype 
with extensive oncocytic (oxyphilic) 
cytologic features”

(30114, 14817), (32834, 16865) and 0.2457 MPP

rcp005 TCGA‑BQ‑5875‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
8dfe43ac‑98ed‑49b7‑9da0‑8a
831f323edd

“Renal cell carcinoma, papillary subtype 
with extensive oncocytic (oxyphilic) 
cytologic features”

(70838, 40148), (73558, 42196) and 0.2457 MPP

rcp006 TCGA‑BQ‑5876‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
290a8bb2‑ef37‑4944‑a9‑
cbc2509de32a

“High” (22496, 21120), (25216, 23168) and 0.2457 MPP

rcp007 TCGA‑BQ‑5877‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
3060d47f‑0bc6‑4a81‑82ba‑
bf596d790f0f

“High” (54884, 55170), (57604, 57218) and 0.2457 MPP

rcp008 TCGA‑BQ‑5877‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
3060d47f‑0bc6‑4a81‑82ba‑
bf596d790f0f

“High” (52728, 30909), (55448, 32957) and 0.2498 MPP

rcp009 TCGA‑BQ‑5877‑01Z‑00‑DX1.
3060d47f‑0bc6‑4a81‑82ba‑
bf596d790f0f

“High” (69460, 56468), (72180, 58516) and 0.2498 MPP

TCGA: The Cancer Genome Atlas, MPP: Micron per pixel
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Throughout this paper, we processed the data with 
different color spaces independently. Only in the final 
step of our algorithm were the results of different color 
spaces combined using the RankBoost algorithm.[45]

METHOD

Overview
An object detector, trained on an ensemble of cascades, 
is used to detect the patterns of prominent nucleoli in 
large regions of whole slide images. Each cascade is 
similar to the cascade of classifiers proposed by Viola and 
Jones.[46] The image features of each pixel are derived 
from a variable image patch of size s × s pixels centered 
at that pixel. Individual pixels in the dataset are either 
predicted by a cascade as negative, in which case no score 
is given to that pixel, or predicted as positive in which 
case a score is assigned proportional to the likelihood of 
this pixel representing an image patch containing the 
pattern of prominent nucleoli.

The output of each cascade is used to rank, in descending 
orders of the score, all predicted positive pixels, generating 
an ensemble of ranks. The RankBoost algorithm is used to 
combine this ensemble of pixel level ranks. For each test 
image, every pixel is either labeled negative or ranked in 
accordance to its likelihood of representing the pattern of 
prominent nucleoli. The final pixel level ranking derived 
from RankBoost is then converted into object level ranking. 
Finally, we present the image patch object to the pathologist 
for validation in the order of its object level ranking.

Effective ranking of detected objects can reduce the 
manual work of the pathologist significantly because our 
software can present the most relevant information to the 
pathologist without the need to manually scan through 
large areas of the image slides.

The Cascade Detector
A cascade is constructed by stacking 20 classifiers 
sequentially. The top classifier is trained on the input 
data while subsequent classifiers are trained using 
the output of classifiers directly above it. A detailed 
description of the cascade can be found in Viola and 
Jones.[46] A simple image filter is used namely, the “Find 
Maxima…” function of ImageJ,[47,48] followed by image 
dilation with a 9×9 square window which is added to 
filter out obvious negatives at the top of the cascade. 
Four classification methods are used to populate the 
layers of cascades – histogram of polar gradient (HPG), 
enhanced histogram of polar gradient (EHPG), eXclusive 
Component Analysis (XCA) and logistic regression (LR).
The HPG and EHPG classifiers are specially designed 
to extract prominent nucleoli patterns. XCA has been 
shown to be effective for a similar dataset.[49] LR was 
chosen as a “baseline” classifier to be compared to the 
more sophisticated HPG, EHPG, and XCA classifiers. 

Permuting different combinations of classifiers generates 
cascades of different configurations to form an ensemble 
of cascades. Each cascade assigns a score to predicted 
positive pixels. These scores are subsequently used in a 
ranking algorithm that is described in Section “Ensemble 
of Cascades”.

Histogram of Polar Gradient
For each pixel, we extract an image patch of s × s pixels. 
A polar gradient histogram is extracted from this image 
patch and used as the feature of the pixel. Following 
which, a SVM is trained using HPG features on the 
labeled image patches.

Histogram of the polar gradient is a variant of the 
histogram of gradient (HOG) method.[50] Instead of the 
gradient information used in HOG, HPG computes the 
image gradient in polar coordinates, ur(x, y) and uθ(x, y) 
let ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )=→

1 2 31,, ( , , , , , )eu x y u x y u x y u x y  be a three channel 
image.

ur,c1,e(x,y) = Duc1,e(x,y) r̂  c = 1, 2, 3

uθ,c1,e(x,y) = |Duc1,e(x,y) θ̂|

where r̂  and ̂  are the radial and angular unit vectors of 
pixel (x, y) with respect to the center of the image patch. 
Next we extract the channel with the maximum response 
to the gradient operator,

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }= ,1 ,2 ,3, max , , ,  , ,r r r ru x y u x y u x y u x y
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ){ }   = ,1 ,2 ,3, max , , ,  , , .u x y u x y u x y u x y  (2)

This representation captures the features of most 
prominent nucleoli which are round in shape. HPG 
uses the same 3 × 3 block structure as in HOG, but 
the histogram is constructed in a slightly different 
manner.

Let  ∂U  denote  the  space  of  possible  values  of  ur, 
uθ and B = {1,…,9} denote the set of blocks. 
A rectangular window wi ⊂  ∂U  ×  B can be defined 
by, w u u u u bi r

min
r
max min max= (� ,� ,� ,� ,�) 

 u u u and ur
min

r
max min max,� ,� ,� � 

 

and umax  define a bounding box in ∂U and b ∈ B specifies 
from which block the image gradient is calculated from. 
Each pixel in the s × s image patch generates a triplet of 
number ( ,� ,�)u u br  . (In the case when s is odd, s × s − 1 
triplets of ( ,� ,�)u u br   are generated, gradient information 
of the center pixel is discarded where the polar gradient 
is not well defined.) ur and uθ are defined in Eq. (2) 
and b is the block number in which this pixel belongs 
to [Figure 1]. A histogram count hi can be generated 
by counting the number of points ( ,� ,�)u u br   that fall 
within the window wi. A scatter plot of ur, uθ, b is used 
to obtain a representative set of image patches containing 
prominent nucleoli (positive image patches) and 
background (negative image patches). From the pattern 
of the scatter plot, 31 rectangular windows wi are manually 
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Figure 1: (a) How the s × s pixels image patch is divided into blocks. (b) The plot of pEHPG (ur, uθ, b) for each block. x-axis represents ur and y-axis 
represents uθ. Dark areas represent areas of high probabilities. Notice that windows around ur ≈ 0 and uθ ≈0 at block b = 5 are sampled at 
high frequency. (c) That F‑score for classification increases with the use of pEHPG for sampling windows wi. The right table shows the ranges 
of ur, uθ and b values in which histogram counts are accumulated for HPG features

c

b

a

selected that is discriminative for the classification of 
positive and negative image patches. Figure 1 shows 
how the image patch is compartmentalized and how the 
histogram counts are generated. Finally, these 31 features 
are fed into the radial basis function (RBF) kernel SVM 
to build our classifier. Tuning of SVM parameters is 
discussed in Section “RESULTS”.

Enhanced Histogram of Polar Gradient
In the EHPG, an ensemble of random rectangular 
windows is generated instead of manually selecting 
rectangular windows for the histogram counts as in HPG. 
Their histogram counts are used as the feature. One 
weak classifier is constructed for each histogram count. 
The AdaBoost[51] algorithm is then used to combine the 
ensemble of weak classifiers to form a strong classifier. 
The weak classifier ci is constructed as follows. First a 
random  point  in  the  space  of  ∂U ×  B  is  sampled  from 

a distribution ( ,� ,� )�~� ( ,� ,�), ,u u b p u u br i i i EHPG r   and then a 
rectangular window wi is sampled with ur, i, uθ, i being the 
center of the window. Width and height of the window 
are sampled independently and uniformly from the range 
4 to 10 units of ur, uθ. The training data is used to tune 
the sizes of windows so that the performance of the weak 
classifiers is optimized. The distribution pEHPG (ur, uθ, b) 
is constructed using our training data. The weak classifier 
is given by,

c
if h

otherwisei
i i i i=

>


�

��� � � �
��������� �

�1
0

π π τ
 (3)

hi is the number of gradient points that fall within wi,τi 
is a threshold value and πi = ±1 is a parity variable. 
The values of τi and πi are adjusted to optimize the 
weak classifier using the training dataset. The AdaBoost 
algorithm is then used to combine the weak classifiers,
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H x y c x y
i i i, ( , )( ) = ∑   (4)

αi are the weights assigned by AdaBoost.

For the construction of pEHPG, a large number of random 
windows wi are sampled uniformly from the ur, uθ and b 
space. Weak classifiers are constructed, and AdaBoost is 
used to determine the weights, αi. Each point in (ur, uθ, b) 
∈  ∂U ×  B may  be  covered  by  multiple  windows  wi and 
each window is associated with an AdaBoost weight αi. 
An importance score for each point (ur, uθ, b) is assigned 
by summing the AdaBoost weights associated with all 
windows wi that cover the point. The scores overall 
points (ur, uθ, b) are then normalized to obtain pEHPG 
(ur, uθ, b). Figure 1 shows that using pEHPG improves the 
classification results.

eXclusive Component Analysis
A labeled set of image patches can be partitioned into 
positive and negative subsets of image patches. XCA[49] 
identifies three kinds of patterns–patterns of the image 
patches that are common to both positive and negative 
subsets, patterns that are exclusive to the positive subset 
and patterns that are exclusive to the negative subset. These 
common and exclusive patterns are encoded in the form 
of basis functions for the image patches, such that each 
image patch is a linear combination of the basis functions. 
Detailed theory and implementation for mitosis detection 
in breast cancer images are described in Huang et al.[49]

Logistic Regression
We use standard LR and the gradient descent method to 
find our parameters. To reduce the number of parameters, 
we convert the three channel image patch into one channel 
using the formula, uLR (x, y) =1/3 [u1 (x, y) + u2 (x, y) + 
u3 (x, y)], and use the raw pixel values of uLR (x, y) for an 
image patch of s × s pixels as the input of the LR.

Ensemble of Cascades
Twenty levels of classifiers were used for all our cascades. 
By permuting different combinations of four classifiers, a 
large number of classifier configurations can be generated. 
For each classifier configuration, we train the cascade on 
seven different color spaces and on different scales (nscales 
image patch sizes).

7nscales × 420 possible cascades can be generated. In our 
experiments, we use several hundreds of cascades for 
each test image. Each cascade will generate a score for 
predicted positive pixels. Let Xi, i = 1,…, n be the set of 
pixels that are predicted positive for the ith cascade, where 
n is the total number of cascades, including cascades with 
different classifier configuration on different color spaces 
and scales. A ranking order Ri can then be assigned to Xi 
by sorting according to the score in descending order. We 
can generate a set of pixels U U Xi

n
i= =1  that contains all 

pixels that are predicted positive by at least one cascade. 
The RankBoost[45] algorithm is then used to combine all 

ranking order Ri, i = 1,…, n generating a better rank 
order RU on the set U.

From Pixel Level to Object Level
Generally, a small cluster of pixels will be predicted to 
be positive if they are in the vicinity of a prominent 
nucleolus. However, all pixels in this small cluster really 
refer to a single object of the prominent nucleolus. 
As described in Section “Ensemble of Cascades”, all 
predicted positive pixels are converted to a rank order RU 
using the RankBoost algorithm. To extract objects out 
of pixel‑level detection, the highest ranked pixel will be 
assigned to represent one object within an image patch 
of s × s pixels. All other predicted positive pixels within 
an overlap ratio from this pixel are removed. The overlap 
ratio between two pixels associated with two image 
patches wi and wj, of given size s × s is defined as the 
area of overlap between wi and wj divided by the area of 
union of the two image patches,

 = ∩ ∪w w w wi j i j/ �  (5)

The remaining predicted positive pixels are then 
re‑ranked, and this process is repeated until no predicted 
positive pixels are left. Finally, a rank list of pattern of 
prominent nucleolus objects is generated.

RESULTS

Different image patch sizes were used for various 
datasets. For the HPG classifier, the libsvm RBF ν‑SVM 
classifier was used and the libsvm parameters C and 
γ were set to 2 and 4 respectively. These values were 
tuned to optimize prediction accuracy using the prostate 
cancer dataset. The number of weak classifiers used for 
the EHPG classifier was set to 500 unless otherwise 
specified.

Figure 1c shows that the testing F‑score increases 
with the number of weak classifiers used. However, 
computational efforts also increase with the number of 
weak classifiers. From the plot in Figure 1c, we chose 
to use between 150 and 500 weak classifiers to balance 
between having a good F‑score and available computing 
resources. To reduce the computational complexity 
of XCA, dimensions of the image patch data were 
reduced to 16 principle components to balance between 
prediction accuracy and computational efficiency. 
We used a complete set of 16 basis unless otherwise 
specified. We have also performed experiments with 
under‑complete basis sets. For the training of RankBoost, 
the unified set of pixels to be ranked U U Xi

n
i= =1  was 

divided into two disjoint subsets U0 and U1. All pixels 
having an overlap ratio of η  ≥0.4  on  a  24  ×  24  pixel 
window (Eq. 5) with a labeled positive pixel belonged 
to U1 and the remaining pixels to U0. In this sense, all 
pixels in U1 are those “in the vicinity of” prominent 
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nucleoli pattern. A window size of 24 × 24 was used 
because this is approximately the size of a nucleus. 
An overlap ratio of 0.4 was used because pixels within 
this vicinity are clearly identified by the pathologist 
as the proximity of prominent nucleoli. We used 0.99 
positive pattern retention rates for our cascades unless 
specified otherwise.[46] The method used for tuning this 
parameter is discussed in Viola and Jones.[46] We consider 
each detected object as a correctly identified pattern 
of prominent nucleoli if the pixel associated with this 
object was within an overlap ratio η ≥0.4 on a 24 × 24 
image patch to a labeled prominent nucleoli pixel.

Cumulated Count and Major Challenges
A sparse distribution of prominent nucleoli patterns 
in a sizeable background of highly variable patterns 
makes it extremely challenging for object detection. 
In the prostate dataset, there were only 778 prominent 
nucleoli patterns in 6.9 million pixels. Hence, the object 
detector has to be very efficient even to detect a small 
fraction of prominent nucleoli patterns. Our object 
detector detected 58 prominent nucleoli in its first 100 
ranked objects and missed 0.24% of the total number 
of prominent nucleoli patterns. In comparison, Figure 2 
shows that using the method proposed by Viola and 
Jones[46] would perform about half as well. A detailed 
description of this comparison is given in Section  
“Effects of Using Different Number of Cascades and 
Different Combinations of Classifiers”.

The cumulated count was used as a measure of the 
effectiveness of our algorithm. It is the cumulative number 
of objects detected correctly with respect to rank. For 

example, the cumulative count at rank = 20 is 18 which 
means that among the highest ranked 20 objects, 18 of 
these objects are detected correctly as prominent nucleoli 
pattern. The design of cumulated count is “pathologist 
centric”. Our software is most useful to the pathologist 
if it can present information in order of its relevance. 
Traditional measures of performance such as true positive 
rate may appear less useful for the pathologist.

Prostate Cancer Dataset
There were five images in this dataset; we performed 
five‑fold cross validation, training on four images and 
testing on the remaining image. The image patch size 
used in this dataset was s × s = 24 × 24. This image 
patch size covers the pattern of prominent nucleoli well 
and is not large enough to include too much irrelevant 
background information. Classifiers used in the cascade 
were HPG, EHPG, XCA, and LR. In the XCA classifier, 
the number of basis functions used were 2, 4, 8, and 
16. Figure 3 shows the average cumulated count versus 
ranks for the testing dataset. On average, our algorithm 
correctly detected 58 prominent nucleoli patterns in 
the top 100 ranked detected objects. Figure 4 shows 
that the top ten ranked image patches generated by 
our method accurately detects patterns of prominent 
nucleoli. The number of cascades for Image 1 was 288, 
Image 2 was 206, Image 3 was 220, Image 4 was 238, 
and Image 5 was 218. Although the cumulative count 
measure is better in terms of software usefulness to the 
pathologist, we report that the false negative rate was 
0.24% ± 0.24%.

Figure 2: The plot shows the cumulative counts averaged over nine 
images versus ranks for prominent nucleoli patterns detected in 
the renal clear cell cancer dataset with error bars representing the 
standard error of the mean. We compared our result using different 
classifier combinations in our cascade and different numbers of 
cascades. HPG: Histogram of Polar Gradient classifier. EHPG: 
Extended Histogram of Polar Gradient classifier. XCA: eXclusive 
component analysis classifier

Figure 3:  The plot shows the cumulative counts averaged over five 
images versus ranks for prominent nucleoli patterns detected in the 
prostate cancer dataset. The result for an algorithm that randomly 
ranks the pixels (dashed line) would fare much worse detecting only 
about 1.8% correct prominent nucleoli on average among its top 
100 objects. The inset figure shows the average cumulative count 
curve for 500 ranked objects. The box plots indicate the first and 
third quarters of the data distribution. Horizontal bars show the 
highest and lowest cumulative counts
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Figure 4:  The figure shows the order of the ten most prominent 
nucleoli patterns to be presented to the pathologist for the prostate 
cancer dataset

Breast Cancer Dataset
There were 12 images in this dataset; we performed 
12‑fold cross validation, training on 11 images and testing 
on the remaining image. The image patch sizes used in 
this dataset were s × s = 15 × 15, 18 × 18, 21 × 21, 
24 × 24, 27 × 27, and 30 × 30. Six different image patch 
sizes were used in order to combine the performance of 
our algorithm on different image resolutions. Classifiers 
used in the cascade were HPG, EHPG, and XCA. LR was 
found to be both computationally demanding and low 
in detection performance in the prostate dataset. It was 
therefore not used for the breast cancer dataset. For the 
EHPG classifiers, a mixture of EHPG with 150 and 500 
weak classifiers were used in our cascades. Figure 5 shows 
the average cumulated count versus ranks for the testing 
dataset. On average, our algorithm correctly detected 
68 prominent nucleoli patterns in the top 100 ranked 
detected objects. Figure 6 shows that the top ten ranked 
image patches generated by our method accurately 
detects patterns of prominent nucleoli. The number of 
cascades for Image 1 was 151, Images 2, 3, and 4 was 
150, Image 5 and 6 was 149, Image 7 was 149, Image 
8 was 144, Image 9 was 146, Image 10 was 148, Image 
11 was 147, and Image 12 was 148. Our method missed 
4.79 ± 4.67% of the total number of prominent nucleoli 
patterns.

Renal Clear Cell Cancer Dataset
There were nine images in this dataset; we performed 
nine‑fold cross‑validation, training on eight images and 
testing on the remaining image. The image patch sizes 
used in this dataset were s × s = 12 × 12, 15 × 15, 
18 × 18, 21 × 21, and 24 × 24. It was observed that 
our algorithm is ineffective for this dataset if only one 
image size of 24 × 24 pixels is used, perhaps due to 
varying sizes of prominent nucleoli patterns. Classifiers 
used in the cascade were HPG, EHPG, and XCA. LR was 
not used for this dataset for the same reasons as in the 
breast cancer dataset. Figure 7 shows that on average, the 
algorithm correctly detected about 86 prominent nucleoli 
patterns in the top 100 ranked detected objects. Figure 8 
shows the top ten ranked image patches generated by 

our method accurately detects patterns of prominent 
nucleoli. The number of cascades for all Images 1–9 
was 32. Our method missed 0.73% ± 0.44% of the total 
number of prominent nucleoli patterns.

Renal Papillary Cell Cancer
There were nine images in this dataset; we performed nine‑
fold cross validation, training on eight images and testing 
on the remaining image. For testing Image 2, we used a 
positive retention rate of 1 while training the cascades 
and tested them on all the pixels. The image patch size 
used in this dataset was s × s = 24 × 24. Classifiers 
used in the cascade were HPG, EHPG, and XCA. LR was 
not used for this dataset for the same reasons as in the 
breast cancer dataset. In the EHPG classifier, 150 and 500 
weak classifiers were used in the cascades. Figure 9 shows 
that on average the algorithm correctly detected about 
76 prominent nucleoli patterns in the top 100 ranked 
detected objects. Figure 10 shows that the top ten ranked 
image patches generated by our method accurately detects 
patterns of prominent nucleoli. The number of cascades 
for Image 1 was 31, Images 2, 3, 4, and 5 was 32, Image 6 
was 34, Image 7 was 33, Image 8 was 34, and Image 9 was 
32. Our method missed 0.61 ± 0.53% of the total number 
of prominent nucleoli patterns.

Effects of Using Different Number of Cascades and 
Different Combinations of Classifiers
To illustrate the purpose of different types of classifiers in 
the cascade, we studied the performance of our method 
under different cascade configurations. We started with 

Figure 5: The plot shows the cumulative counts averaged over 12 
images versus ranks for prominent nucleoli patterns detected in the 
breast cancer dataset. The result for an algorithm that randomly 
ranks the pixels (dashed line) would fare much worse detecting only 
about 5.3% correct prominent nucleoli on average among its top 
100 objects. The inset figure shows the average cumulative count 
curve for 500 ranked objects. The box plots indicate the first and 
third quarters of the data distribution. Horizontal bars show the 
highest and lowest cumulative counts
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Figure 6:  The figure shows the order of the ten most prominent nucleoli patterns to be presented to the pathologist for the breast cancer dataset

only one cascade with XCA, HPG or EHPG classifiers 
and an image patch size of s × s = 24 × 24. The 
configurations with XCA only detected 45, with HPG only 
detected 35, and with EHPG only detected 51 prominent 
nucleoli patterns in the top 100 ranked detected objects, 
respectively. Using one classifier with one cascade for 
object detection follows the method proposed in Viola 
and Jones.[46] It is apparent that this method detects half 
the number of prominent nucleoli pattern compared to 
our cascade farm. We also combined five cascades at a 
time using either the EHPG or HPG classifier with image 
patch size of s × s = 12 × 12, 15 × 15, 18 × 18, 21 × 21, 
and 24 × 24. Under these multi‑scale configurations, our 
method was able to detect 69 (EHPG only) and 65 (HPG 
only) prominent nucleoli patterns in the top 100 ranked 
detected objects. We also combined seven cascades 
using both EHPG and HPG classifiers with image patch 
size of s × s = 24 × 24. These seven cascades were in 
seven different color spaces. Using this configuration, our 
method detected 67 prominent nucleoli patterns in the 
top 100 ranked detected objects.

We also combined the above 18 (=1 + 5 × 2 + 7) 
cascades. This configuration led to the detection of 80 

Figure 7: The plot shows the cumulative counts averaged over nine 
images versus ranks for prominent nucleoli patterns detected in 
the renal clear cell cancer dataset. The result for an algorithm 
that randomly ranks the pixels (dashed line) would fare much 
worse detecting only about 3.1% correct prominent nucleoli on 
average among its top 100 objects. The inset figure shows the 
average cumulative count curve for 500 ranked objects. The box 
plots indicate the first and third quarters of the data distribution. 
Horizontal bars show the highest and lowest cumulative counts
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Figure 8: The figure shows the order of the ten most prominent nucleoli patterns to be presented to the pathologist for the renal clear 
cell cancer dataset

were then compared with the final result of combining 32 
cascades. Figure 2 compares these seven configurations 
with the best result of the 32‑cascade combination. The 
final result of 32 cascades detected 86 prominent nucleoli 
patterns in the top 100 ranked detected objects.

CONCLUSION

We have shown in this paper that an accurate prominent 
nucleoli pattern detector can be built and potentially 
used routinely in clinics. To be used in diagnostics, 
however, for future work, a good user‑friendly interface, 
parallelized implementation of our method, and efficient 
sample preparation and image acquisition methods need 
to be developed.

We have discovered two main factors that can further 
improve the accuracy of our methods– increase in number 
of cascades and use of multi‑resolution image patches. 
More systematic and extensive studies of how these two 
factors affect system performance are in order for our 
future studies. However, these will increase training times 
significantly, and hence we omitted such detailed study in 
this paper.

With the current system configuration, training times 
over hundreds of cascades takes about a week but 
testing time is 2 min on an image of 1360 × 1024 

prominent nucleoli patterns in the top 100 ranked detected 
objects. These seven configurations for cascade combination 

Figure 9: The plot shows the cumulative counts averaged over nine 
images versus ranks for prominent nucleoli patterns detected in 
the renal cell papillary cancer dataset. The result for an algorithm 
that randomly ranks the pixels (dashed line) would fare much 
worse detecting only about 1% correct prominent nucleoli on 
average among its top 100 objects. The inset figure shows the 
average cumulative count curve for 500 ranked objects. The box 
plots indicate the first and third quarters of the data distribution. 
Horizontal bars show the highest and lowest cumulative counts
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Figure 10: The figure shows the order of the 10 most prominent nucleoli patterns to be presented to the pathologist for the renal cell 
papillary cancer dataset

pixels per cascade on the prostate dataset. To make 
our method viable for clinical application, since image 
patches are processed independently, the algorithm 
can be trivially parallelized. For example, using a 
small GPU machine cluster, each image patch can be 
processed independently and distributed to 10,000 
GPU units (several thousand GPU units per machine 
and using tens of machines) to achieve three to four 
orders of magnitude speed up in computational time. 
Combining all image patterns using the RankBoost 
algorithm takes negligible time compared to that taken 
by the GPU cluster.
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